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Silicon Valley Startup Brings European Luxury High Performance High 

Heels to U.S. Market 
New York wants it, Europe has it, Stiletto Charm offers it 

 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA (October 1, 2017) – Stiletto Charm debuts in the footwear arena with an 

approach never before seen in retail. The new online retailer features exclusively High 

Performance High Heels (also known as comfortable high heels) in an internet world full of 

traditional heels. Its curated footwear selection primarily focuses on European luxury heels with 

proven comfort technologies, something no other footwear retailer offers exclusively.  

 

Stiletto Char ’s Fou der a d CEO, Sasha Charms, has put together the all-star team in high 

heeled footwear in one site. Some of the shoes sold on the site are Scandinavian, such as 

Roccamore, whose artisanal shoes are made in Italy and comprised of a special insole 

technology which makes them exquisitely comfortable to wear. Other brands include the 

London based Sargossa, whose heels are infused with Intelligent Design Technology and  

engineered to fit like a glove, and Ilene Berg Shoes, whose comfort technology system is 

German engineered and assists women with wide feet and bunions. Stiletto Charm brings the 

best of European footwear to the U.S. market by selecting the finest quality European high 

heels with vetted comfort technologies. This is fashion that New York wants, Europe has, and 

now Stiletto Charm offers. 

 

We bring together the crème de la crème in footwear – the best in design and comfort for the 

fashion forward woman who craves to be trendy and stylish in the most comfortable high 

heeled footwear the industry could offer,  says Sasha Char s. While ai strea  retailers sell 
traditional heels, Stiletto Charm sells exclusively High Performance High Heels on one platform. 

This is a  optio  o e  did ’t ha e prior to Stiletto Char .  

 

Stiletto Charm is a High Performance High Heel retailer. Every shoe inducted into its line-up 

contains a comfort technology which aims to solve a problem. Showcased are heels of all types 

including booties, sandals, pumps and bridal shoes. The online store boasts of selling 

affordable, comfortable luxury footwear. While comparable brands and shoes retail for $900 

and more, Stiletto Char ’s heels range from $250-$350. Please also see Stiletto Char ’s Media 

Kit. 
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